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THE EUPHONIC TALKING MACHINE
You Bust See It 
to Admire It!

You Bust Hear It !

It Will Speak 
for Itself !

Equal in tone to any 

Sound=Producing 

Machine on the 

Market
NO CATCHING, SLIPPING 

OR SCRATCHING

including Horn, Hearing
Tubes and CasePRICE $7.00

Records
ANY SELECTIONS FOR ....

EDISON PHONOGRAPHS 
GRAPHOPHONES . . . 

and THE EUPHONIC . . .
at Lowest Prices

WE SOLICIT DEALERS’ 
AND EXPORT TRADE .

Send for Catalogue, Discount Sheet and Special 
List of High=Class Phonograph Records . . . .

17 Warren Street, NEW YORK, U. S. A.

USSEBL
General Sales Agent General Purchasing Agent

Phonographs, Graphophones, Records, Etc.

| Bake a Specialty of Purchasing Records arid Bachines Un 
New York) for Individuals and Dealers in Foreign Countries

.... Correspondence Solicited ....

RUSSELL HUNTING
21 East 20th Street, New York

CABLE ADDRESS: “PHONOCASEY NEW YORK.”

“ ADAMS” ANGLO=AMERICAN OR HUNTING’S CODE.
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HE farthest advance made in the art of recording and reproducing sound is represented in the Graphophone. It has 
been made remarkably simple in its mechanism and easy in its operation, and at the same time its efficiency as a 
recording and reproducing machine has been increased. It is the simplicity and perfection attained in the Graphophone 
that has so greatly stimulated the public interest in talking machines. These are facts that dealers should note. The

Graphophone is simple, easily operated, durable in construction, comparatively low in price and perfect in its production of speech, 
song or music. These are the points that sell it and that have made it necessary to vastly increase factory facilities in order
to meet the demand.

Graphophones with Clockwork Hotor:The Eagle Graphophone, $10The Columbia Graphophone, $25The Bijou Granhonhone, $40The Universal Graphophone, $50
There are three Models of Graphophones made with special view to 

their use in the home: the “Eagle,” the “Columbia” and the “Bijou.” 
The “Universal” Graphophone, while especially adapted to the needs of 
the office, is of so versatile a character that it can be used also for enter
tainment purposes. In fact, the new Universal Graphophone, equipped 
with a clockwork motor that will run about an hour at one winding, is 
an ideal machine for home entertainment or for giving exhibitions.

All Graphophones reproduce musical and other records loudly and brilliantly. There is no 
difference in this respect between the Eagle ($10) and the highest-priced machine.

Graphophones of any model, except the Eagle, are sup 
plied with electric motors when such motors are desired.

A great device for money-making as well as a great attraction for a store is a Coin-Slot Graphophone. A Coin-Slot Graphophone 
that runs with a clockwork motor can be set up in any place and be ready to receive nickels and produce music is sold for $50. 
The price of a Coin-Slot Graphophone in small cabinet with electric motor is $G5, and the price of the same machine in a large 
cabinet is $100. The small cabinet is of convenient size to be placed upon a table or counter. The large cabinet is intended
to stand on the floor.

The Graphophone has been found to be a most satis
factory machine for exhibitors to handle. Outfits are 
arranged especially to suit the needs of the exhibitor. 
When a lagre amplifying horn is used the reproductions 
of music are loud enough to fill large exhibition halls.

This Company’s establishment is manufacturing headquarters 
of the world for all Graphophone and talking machine supplies. 
COLUMBIA RECORDS have become famous because they are 
made under the direction of the most expert record makers. Our 
facilities enable us to supply records unrivalled in quality at.less 
than the cost at which others can make inferior ones.

Amplifying Horns, Musical and other Records and Supplies 
of all kinds can be obtained at any of our offices...............

WHITE FOK CATALOGUE B-M

COLUMBIA PHONOGRAPH COMPANY -pa«™™

143=145 Broadway, Corner Liberty Street, New York City
Retail Branch : 1155= 1157= 1159 BroadwayPARIS, 34 Boulevard des Italiens PHILADELPHIA, 1032 Chestnut StreetCHICAGO, 211 State Street WASHINGTON, 919 Pennsylvania AvenueST. LOUIS, 720-722 Olive Street BALTIMORE, 110 E. Baltimore StreetBUFFALO, 313 Main Street
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THE EXCELSIOR PHONOGRAPH CO
GUARANTEED ORIGINAL RECORDS

of the Highest Standard of Excellence

Superior Master Records Only
TENOR SOLOS AND COON SONGS BY ROGER HARDING. BASS AND BARITONE SONGS BY WM. F. HOOLEY.

COMIC AND POPULAR SONGS BY S. HOLLAND DUDLEY. IRISH SONGS BY EDWARD LEAHY. BANJO
DUETTS BY DIAMOND AND CURRY.
BY THE EXCELSIOR QUARTETTE.

VOCAL DUETTS BY DUDLEY AND HARDING. (QUARTETTES

BY ALEX. HEINDL. MINSTREL
SPECIALTIES BY CAL. STUART.

XYLOPHONE AND BELL SOLOS BY SEITZ. VIOLINCELLO SOLOS 
FIRST PARTS BY EXCELSIOR MINSTREL CO. YANKEE TALK IX G 
ALSO GERMAN SONGS, CORNET SOLOS, ETC.

WE HANDLE NO DUPLICATES

I ANY SPECIAL 
TO ORDER AT

RECORDS MADE
SHORT NOTICE

LIBERAL DISCOUNT 
ON LARGE ORDERS

no
Excelsior Phonograph Company
42 W. 2SVb STREET, DELI YOI^K CITY

STORAGE BATTERIES
I Rented & Recharged & Repaired
" STORAGE-BATTERY WORK OF EVERY DESCRIPTION

Our cased batteries will not leak. No corroded con
nections. Highest capacity, greatest durability.

The Storage Battery Supply Co.
239 East 27th Street, New York

BIOSCOPE (CRAPHOSCOPE, $75.00.)
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Everything in Magic Lanterns 
OIL—LIME— 
Electric, 

Acetylene, 
& Slides.^

Duplex Electric Lamp.

3 
m

2

OHarhach’s Marvel.

Lanterns Wanted
and for Sale or Exchange.

2 
õ o o

2 
CD

MAGIC
o

A TRUE MIRROR OF SOUND

BETTINI’S

tïiCFO

Phonograph

HIKBACH & CO., 809 Filbert St., Phlla., Pa.

PHONOGRAPHS, GRAPHOPHONES
m

£
as
o>

The only machine, that suc
cessfully records and reproduces 
the Female, Voice, Flute. Violin, 
’Cello, etc. The. most natural 
reproductions are rendered dis
tinctly audible in the largest 
halls and theaters.

PICTURE 
’ MACHINES.

FILMS, RECORDS AND NOVELTIES WANTED.
SOLD SEPARATELY

A LITTLE SPICE NOW AND THEN 
IS RELISHED BY THE WISEST MEN •<

JLL RECORDS “ORIGINAL, no duplicates,” made one at a 
time, every word guaranteed to be clear and distinct, and

JJ

we are the only parties now making them. Send for list and 
‘ prices. Address,

JOHN MONROE,
264 Morrison St., ’Portland, Ore.

Can be attached to the Edison Electric 
or Triple Spring=Motor Phonographs

NO alterations 
NECESSARY . . . .

Bettini’s Micro-Reproducer for the Columbia Graphophone

Specialties
High Grade Records, High Class and Popular 

Music only, by leading Performers and world- 
famed Artists. The most complete Operatic 
Repertoire.

ALL INQUIRIES PROMPTLY ANSWERED

PHONOGRAPH LABORATORY
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Under arrangements just made the Lumiere films will be sold I 
this country under special license of Hr. Thomas A. Edison.

Have you seen the new Edison subjects? If not, send to us fo 
catalogues and secure these interesting films immediately, especial)
the CUBAN WAR SUBJECTS.
THE FUNERAL OF NINE OF THE VICTIMS OF THE “MAINE” 

DISASTER. 110 foot strip.
U. S. S. “IOWA.”
U. S. S. “INDIANA” COALING AT SEA.
THE WRECK OF THE “MAINE” IN HAVANA HARBOR.
PANORAMIC VIEW. SHOWING ENTRANCE TO HAVANA HARBOR 

AND MORRO CASTLE.
PANORAMIC VIEW OF U. S. S. “DETROIT.”
PANORAMIC VIEW OF U. S S. “( INC1NNATI.”
PANORAMIC VIEW OF U. S. S. “CASTINE.”
PANORAMIC VIEW OF U. S. S. ‘ NASHVILLE.”

NEW YORK JOURNAL YACHT' “BUCCANEER,” WAR CORRI 
PONDENTS ON BOARD. ‘

U. S. S. MONITOR “TERROR” TAKING ON AMMUNITION AL 
COALING AT DOCK.

U. S. S. GUNBOAT “MARBLEHEAD.”
SECRETARY OF THE N<Vf LONG AND CAPTAIN SIGSBEE, TI .

HERO OF THE “MAINE,” COMING FROM NAVY' DEPARTMEN
FLAGSHIP “NEW YORK,” PANORAMIC VIEW.
S. S. “COPTIC” IN A STORM ON THE PACIFIC OCEAN.
HEAVING THE LOG S. S. “COPTIC" IN A S FORM ON THE PACIF 

OCEAN.
OLD GLORY AND THE CUBAN FLAG, IN COLORS.

OWING TO THE DEMAND FOR THESE PICTURES YOU SHOULD GET YOUR ORDERS IN AT ONCE, OTHERWISE YOU MAY BE DELAYED IN RECEIVING THE GOODS

INDESTRUCTIBLE FILMS
If the life of a film is doubled its cost is reduced 50 per cent.
The Southwick Patent Binding for firns has now been perfected; has been thoroughly tested and 1 

its use films can be made practically indestructible.
IT Films from Breaking

PREVENTS Sprocket Holes from Tearing out 
Emulsion from Peeling

IT DOES 
NOT 
PREVENT

The Steadiness of the Pictuil 
The Making of Smooth Join ] 
The Compactness in Rolling

If you have old films you wish to save, send them to us and we will ofive them a new lease of life.

MAGUIRE & BAUCUS, Ltd
4 & 5 Warwick Court

HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W. C.

44 Pine Street
NEW YORK CITY, N. j

HARMS, KAISER & HAQEN
MAKERS OF

J I 
I

>

■
■

18 EAST 22d STREET, NEW YORK

T. B. HARMS & CO.
HENRY J. HAGEN, Late with the United States Phonograph Co. 
JOHN KAISER, Late with Lieut. G. Bettini.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE
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Cuban Wat (pictures
A matter which has been of great interest in 

¡mated picture circles is the arrangement con- 
tnated between Mr. Edison, The New York 
urnal, and F. Z. Maguire & Co., in obtaining 
.ban War Pictures. A representative was fitted 
t and has been sent to the front, and has already 
iceeded iu sending up some interesting animated 
:tures of such as “The funeral of nine of the 
rims of the “Maine” disaster, “War correspond- 
ts running with war copy,” together with a 
noramic view of most of the battle-ships of the 
et now manoeuvring before Havana. A fine 
noramic view of the Harbor of Havana lias been 
taiued, together with Morro Castle. A picture 
the wreck of the “Maine” has also been secured. 
1 animated picture of Secretary Long and Capt. 
-sbee coming down the stairs of the Navy Depart- 
■nt at Washington is also shown. Capt. Sigsbee 
d Mr. Edison’s representative that it is the first 
:ture that has been taken of him in ten years.
The Journal Yacht “Buccaneer” made several 

ps with the operator on board in order to get the 
est possible views of the battleships. Karl 
•cker rendered all assistance possible in aiding 
5 representative, and the efft ct produced by the 
:tures at the various theatres where they are 
ing shown has amply repaid the efforts of those 
nnected with obtaining them.
The Niw York Journal says: “At Proctor’s 

.eatre last night enthusiastic crowds cheered to 
5 echo as they watched the Edison War-Graph 
row upon the giant screen the pictures secured 
the scenes attending the prosecution of the war 
Cuba. In these days of excitement it takes a 

od deal to stir a big theatre audieuce to any 
:at display of feeling unless applause is drawn 
>m it by patriotic songs and a liberal waving of 
gs, but the people showed last night that they 
predated the service done for humanity by giv- 
3 to the simple black and white depiction of the 
ir-Graph the same outburst of applause that 
reted the National anthem.”
“When the glitter of the War-Graph shown out 

ain it showed a scene familiar enough, in its 
stallized state, but which, when shown as it was 
Proctor’s Theatre last night, gained a significance 
d a reality that no newspaper could produce, 
e orchestra hushed and a bugler behind the 
ties began to play that sad, last call, “Taps,’’ 
a company of blue jackets swung around the 

rner of the pictured scene. In the midst of 
could be plainly- distinguished a dingy one- 

rse landau, with a crepe-draped coffin within it.
“One,” said the spectators. Next second it 
s “Two,” and so the grim count went on. 
iere seemed to be miles of that grim procession 
the dead. It was not mere photographic repro
ction; the crowd soon saw that. It was the real 
ng and as the full horror of that cowardly 
irder swept through the theatre a sigh went up 
it not even the lighter pictures which followed 
aid change to a smile.”
Mr. Paley, the representative of the parties 

ove mentioned, is at present at the front, and 

taking such pictures as are likely to be of the 
greatest interest to the public and to those in
terested in the animated picture business.

The Edison Projectoscope seems to be bearing 
a new name, for it is now billed at the various 
theatres as “The War-Graph,” The War Scope,” 
and a host of other names of like nature.

Ipfconogt^b is Row
Web in Hypnotism

Every man can now be his own hypnotist. All 
he has to do is buy the necessary appliances, press 
the button, and the machine does the rest.

Dr. Thomas B. Keyes of Chicago made the dis
covery that hypnotism by phonograph is possible. 
He has demonstrated this conclusively to brother 
physicians. It is only the question of a short 
time, Dr. Keyes thinks, when men will be going 
to phonograph establishments to get cylinders 
charged for hypnotic treatments just as they now 
go to the drug stores to have prescriptions filled.

The man or woman subject to pain will have a 
phonograph in the house. Whenever the agony 
begins to come on, he or she will run to the phono
graph, press the button, and be hypnotized into 
comfort.

The person troubled with insomnia will find in 
it a boon. Each one can have a phonograph in his 
chamber. Instead of tossing restlessly- or rising to 
pace the floor, the afflicted one need merely adjust 
the ear-pieces and drop into unconsciousness to the 
strains of delicious music.

In surgical operations the phonograph may take 
the place of anaesthetics. All pain, says Dr. 
Keyes, can be relieved by it. He already has per
formed two operations by its aid.

Looking far into the future, the doctor’s imag
ination sees strange sights, if the phonograph keeps 
on its mechanical development as it has in the past. 
He believes that, in time, more compact instru
ments will be made, which can easily be carried 
about. In that case, it is easy to picture women 
sitting down in front of a counter in the heat of a 
day’s rush in a big stoie, taking small phonographs 
out of their shopping bags, depositing them on the 
counter before them and taking treatment for 
headache, nervousness, pain or exhaustion just as 
naturally as they now sniff smelling salts.

But this discovery does not require any imagina
tion. The demonstration Dr. Keyes gave last month 
at his home was practical. In the presence of a 
number of physicians and others, two subjects 
were hypnotized by the phonograph. One allowed 
his flesh to be pierced by pins and needles without 
apparently feeling the least pain.

The process is a duplicate of ordinary hypnotic 
suggestion, except that the little instrument is in 
control, instead of a man. The subject sits in a 
chair, adjusts the rubber transmitters to his ears, re
laxes his muscles, and listens. There is the usual 
squeaking and scraping preparatory to the starting 
of the phonograph, and then the words reach him, 

“Rest perfectly easy, every muscle relaxed; rest 
easy, easy, easy, easy, easy, easy.”

The same words are repeated over and over 
again in a dull monotone. The subject is seen to 
settle back in the chair.

“Close your eyes,” comes the command of the 
phonograph. “Close your eyes. You are getting 
sleepy, sleepy, sleepy, sleepy, sleepy.”

The command is obeyed.
“You’re getting sleepier,” continued the little 

instrument. “Rest perfectly easy. No feeling, 
unconcious, no feeling, unconscious, no feeling un
conscious, no feeling, unconscious, no feeling, un
conscious, no feeling, unconscious.”

Deeper and deeper into slumber sinks the sub
ject, until at last he has yielded completely to the 
imperative commands of the cylinder, which to the 
onlooker is grinding and scraping away unintel
ligible. Then the crucial tests may be made.

Morris Hochberg of 79 Van Buren Street was 
the first subject. As the phonograph reached 
this point he was sitting far back in the chair, 
limp and unconscious, his eyes closed tightly and 
an expression of peace upon his face.

A musical cylinder was put in place. The 
strains of the “Washington I’ost March ’’ started 
through the rubber transmitter. The sleeper as
sumed a look of sweet contentment and his muscle s 
twitched in time to the music.

Dr. Keyes drew a silver needle out of his instru
ment case, and started the phonograph back to 
droning, “No feeling, unconscious, 110 feeling, un
conscious, no feeling, unconscious.”

The man in the chair sank back into a deep 
slumber. Dr. Keyes thrust the needle into the 
sleeping man’s wrist. Hochberg did not stir. 
Again and again the uietal silver pierced the flesh, 
without a sign being made that it was felt.

The physician opened the subject’s mouth and 
seized his tongue.

“No feeling, unconscious, no feeling, uncon
scious, no feeling, unconscious;” squeaked away 
the phonograph. The man in the chair lay limp 
and motionless. The needle pierced his tongue 
through and through. As it was jabbed in and 
out of that sensitive organ, its owner slept on 
peacefully and paid no attention whatever.

More music was put 011, an I the face of the 
sleeper assumed an expression of half conscious 
ecstasy. Then he began to hear these words :

“Waking up easy, waking up easy, feeling 
much better, no headache, no nervous feeling, no 
tired feeling, waking up easy, easy, waking up 
easy.”

The sleeper began to stir. A deep sigh escaped 
him. He moved in his chair. The phonograph 
kept on repeating the in formation that he was 
waking. Soon he opened his eyes, rubbed them 
slowly and looked about him in wonderment.

A drop of blood on his wrist caught his eye.
“What’s that?” he asked. “What have you 

been doing?” Then he learned for the first time 
that he had been turned temporarily into a pin
cushion.

“I didn’t feel anything,” he declared. “I sim
ply fell asleep. Then I thought I was floating in 
the air. Way off in the distance I heard some kind 
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of music. The only other thing was when I felt 
that I was waking up.”

F. W. Trude of 4965 S. Park Avenue also went 
into a hypnotic slumber under the seductive influ
ence of the wax cylinder.

The success in these two cases Dr. Keyes 
thought sufficient to prove his point. In a week 
he will give another demonstration at the Harvey 
Medical College, where he is professor of sugges
tive therapeutics.

As he has worked upon this line only a short 
time, it is impossible to tell what can be accom
plished. For example, he has not yet determined 
the extent to which the hypnotic subject would 
yield to influences aside from the machine. So far 
no attempt has been made to influence the mind of 
a patient except through the phonograph, when he 
is acting under that guidance. Some of the next 
experiments will be to pass the subject from the in
fluence of the machine to the influence of man, 
and then back to the machine again.

‘ ‘The advantages of this method are many and I 
am sure that its effect will be far-reaching, ’ ’ said 
Dr. Keyes. “In the first place, it is a much easier 
way of producing the hypnotic sleep. The ordi
nary hypnotist becomes almost exhausted by sus
tained effort when he has difficult cases. The 
phonograph never tires out. Then it talks more 
monotonously, and tires out the sense of hearing 
sooner. If any sense is completely tired, slumber 
may be produced. Half an hour’s steady talking 
to a subject is enough to tire almost any man. The 
phonograph can keep it up for hours. One hour is 
sufficient for the most combative patient.

“In connection with surgery, it will be almost in
valuable. There are many cases where the action 
of anaesthetics upon the heart or kidneys make 
their use impossible. Phonographic suggestion 
will produce indifference to the pain without caus
ing any excitement or unpleasant or dangerous 
effects at any time. I have performed two painful, 
though not serious, operations within the past three 
days with its aid, both with perfect success.

“With the dentist, it may take the place of gas. 
It will produce relief in all cases of local pain, 
even of cancer. It will relieve consumption. It 
will cure headache. In fact, nearly everything 
which has been done by direct suggestion, may 
now be done by the machine.

' ‘There is no question iu my mind that it will 
take the place of Christian science and supplant 
many drugs.

“To accomplish all these results, it is of course 
necessary to have cylinders prepared to suit the in
dividual cases. Take the case of a woman suffer
ing with some nervous trouble. Instead of writing 
out a prescription, the physician would charge a 
phonograph cylinder for her. In her own house 
she could take treatment by suggestion whenever 
there was necessity for it.

“In cases of insomnia there is no question of 
its value. Hypnotism is already recognized as the 
most effective cure for this. Now the person 
afflicted in this way may have a phonograph 
always ready with the proper cylinder. A natural 
sleep may be produced, from which he will awake 
when rested.”

Dr. Keyes for nearly three years has been pro
fessor of suggestive therapeutics. He is a gradu
ate of the Albany .Medical School, and always has 
made a specialty of hypnotism and its application 
to surgery.

The idea came to him like a flash about a month 
ago. There was nothing in particular to lead up to 
it, except his ordinary work in the line of hypnot
ism. It simply occurred to him. He put it into 
execution, and now he feels confident that his dis
covery will in time take rank with that of chloro
form and other agencies which have revolutionized 
the science of medicine and of surgery.

THE PHONOSCOPE
’(Srapbs, ’(phones 

and ’Scopes
The Synchronograph

Prof. A. C. Crehore of the department of phy
sics, Dartmouth College, has formally announced 
his intention to leave Dartmouth, to devote his at
tention to his invention, the synchronograph, or 
method of transmission of intelligence by the 
alternating current. He is making arrangements 
to move his household goods to Cleveland, O., 
where he will reside during the construction of 
machines to be used in his invention. He thus 
severs all connection with Dartmouth College, at 
least temporarily.

The Stethoscope
There is nothing mean about Edward Lewis, of 

Chicago, he that was Joseph Milkowski until he 
changed and Americanized his name. He is known 
as the man with the musical heart. Now, having 
this gift, Edward is anxious that as many of his fel
lowmen as possible should enjoy it. He learned all 
about the stethoscope, for the doctors were all the 
time attaching that little instrument to him and lis
tening to the strange tunes played by the abnormal 
valves in his organ of life. So he went to work and 
built a stethoscope with forty-eight radiating tubes, 
and now he can make music for quite an audience. 
He has patented his device and all other with musi
cal hearts are warned to infringe at their peril.

“I would like to get hold of the man who is 
writing magazine articles depicting the humanity 
of Russian prison officials,” says Lewis. “The 
truth is not in him. I spent four years in the 
mines of Siberia and know what they are and the 
brutes who represent the government in charge of 
them.

“A man in the gold mines lasts six years, but if 
you are sent to the quicksilver mines you will go 
blind and die in two. These mines are an inferno. 
It was my dreadful experience in them which 
brought on the disease of the heart from which I 
am suffering, tlie disease the doctors call musical 
heart.”

The Heliograph
The new improved heliograph, an invention of 

Lieutenant W. F. M. Rogers, Third section, Bri
gade Signal corps, constructed by a Baltimore 
manufacturer, is now in use by the signal corps of 
this state and is on the market and will undoubt
edly be used by similar organizations throughout 
the country. It is beautifully made of blued steel 
and polished brass.

It has many improved features over the old 
style instrument. With the Rogers improvement 
it becomes not only possible but simple to adjust its 
range on compass bearing, a feat difficult and at 
times impossible with the old heliograph, in cases 
where two mirrors are required. The simplicity 
and dispatch with which it is sighted and adjusted 
is another very commendable feature. New ideas 
are brought into use in the construction of the 
tripod on which it stands. The legs are square 
and detachable from the head, making it especially 
adaptable to being carried on the bicycle.

Probably but few of the general public know of 
the nature and the use of the heliograph. It is in- 
dispensible to the army, and is used in other ser
vices, and not infrequently by private enterprises 
in localities where the telegraph and telephone 
wires do not form a channel for communication be
tween distant points. The heliograph enables the 
communication between any points where the
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vision is unobstructed, by mean's pf sun-flashes. 
That is, the rays of the sun deflected by mirrors to 
the objective point and being interpretable by tht 
duration of the flash. A screen between the mir-1 
ror and the objective point worked by the operator ’ 
cuts off and exposes the flash. Any of the various 
telegraphic codes used by the army, navy and fort 
commercial purposes can be used. The effect to al 
person whose eyes are on an exposed flash is as1 
looking at the sun, which necessitates the use, by 
readers, of smoked glasses. A mirror an inch in | 
diameter would be sufficient for ranges within a 
couple of miles, but the ordinary instrument is. 
supplied with glasses of from four to five inches 
square which are sufficient to throw a flash between 
points forty or fifty miles distant, according to thf. 
conditions of the atmosphere.

Hiving (Pictures • 
at Iboine'

The pang of death’s parting is somewhat less
ened by the fact that we can now have a photo
graph album around the house by which it is 
possible to reproduce not only the face and form 
of some loved one, but also their every character-( 
istic, as shown in their walk and other movements.' 
A firm in Philadelphia has succeeded in designing 
a machine for taking these picturese and for show
ing them, which is so compact that it can be 
carried into one’s parlor or favorite lounging-room 
and a sheet of pictures secured that will in after 
years show with great fidelity tlie life movements, 
of some departed kinsman or some domestic scene 
in which a family group may be shown, all as in 
life. This is made possible by the invention. The 
inventor has designed a cineograph which is so 
compact that it is exceedingly portable, and car 
be set up in any room without any special arrange
ment.

A picture of this kind proves more satisfactory 
than an expensive oil painting, which can never 
portray the love and affection that goes with a fond 
glance or the merry twinkle of the eye of a four 
year-old.

The cineograph has also been improved for 
amusement by combing a stereopticon with it. 
This enables a two-hour performance to be given 
without a break. Heretofore it has been necessan 
to provide some entertainment while the films' 
were being changed, which is an operation con
suming several minutes. In the event of filling it 
this interim with some musical or literary feature 
it was necessary to turn up the lights and thi- 
change from inky darkness to light is disagreeable 
to an audience, the sudden change seriously affect
ing some. Now, with the improvement, it is only 
necessary to shift the light a few inches and go 
on with a stereopticon exhibition until a new film 
may be adjusted.

1Rew Corporations
Jesse D. Gibbs, Jolin A. Webster, Fred Clark, 

Rebecca N. Burrhies and Frank E. Harris have in
corporated in San Francisco the Pacific Grapho
phone Company, with a capital of >100,000, of 
which $50 has been subscribed.

Standard Talking Machine Company, of New 
York City has been incorporated with a capital of 
<30.000. Directors. Charles G. Conn, A. T. Arm
strong »nd Emory Foster.
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Hiving Ipictutes
Wire

The biograph and cinematograph and kindred 
electrical contrivances will soon be relegated to 
the theatre lumber-room if the genius of a poor 
Galician school teacher, Herr Sczscepanik, pre
vails. He claims to have perfected a device by 
which pictures may be transmitted by wire from 
one city to another. It will be a moving picture, 
too. That is, a man bowing before the apparatus 
in St. Louis would be seen on a screen in Chicago, 
bowing and smiling—his every act transmitted 
true to life. Not only that, but there would be a 
true reproduction of tlie very color of the raiment 
of the subject.

It is a marvelous discovery, and experts declare 
that experiments have proved its entire success. 
Indeed, so well has the Galician demonstrated his 
discovery he has been offered a million dollars for 
the right to exhibit at the Paris exposition of 1900.

The process is simple. A dancing girl poses 
and pirouettes in front of a mirror, and every 
motion she makes is instantly flashed from another 
mirror to a screen at the other end of the wire.

The inventor, in order to prepare his images 
for transmission, found it necessary to split or 
break them up into a series of dots. He accom
plished this in a peculiar manner. He procured a 
small mirror and blackened its surface with an 
opaque substance. He then scratched on it rows 
of lines running generally in the same directions 
but not quite parallel. The lines were cut with a 
needle point and exposed the reflecting surface 
of tlie mirror along each line. They were close to
gether, and when the mirror was allowed to reflect 
an object it would do so only along these lines. 
Another plate was prepared upon which similiar 
lines were drawn, only they were made to extend 
crosswise to those on the first mirror.

Now if a large beam of sunlight were allowed to 
shine against the first mirror, and then to be 
reflected off against a wall, the light would be 
divided up into a series of lines of light. Then, if, 
before hitting the wall, the lines of light were 
allowed to strike the crosswise lines of the second 
mirror, the result, when the light finally struck 
the wall, would be rows of dots of light, because 
when tlie lines of the first mirror struck the lines 
of the second the beam of light would be reflected 
only where the lines intersected one another.

If while this broken-up beam of light was 
shining on the wall the two plates were to be 
slightly moved backward and forward the angle 
of reflection would change, as would also the 
places of intersection of the lines on the plates, and 
the consequence would be that the dots on the 
wall would go dancing up and down and about 
in all directions within a small area.

An arrangement of mirrors similar in principle 
to the above is made to receive the images which 
are to be transmitted by wire. In one side of the 
transmitter ease is a narrow horizontal slit. Directly 
back of this slit or opening is a mirror with lines 
cut on it as in the first mirror described above. 
Just above this mirror is another mirror, the lines 
on which are crosswise to the lines of No. 1. By 
means of magnets and springs these mirrors are 
kept constantly oscillating, or moving, in all 
directions. The plane of reflection, in short, is 
being rapidly and constantly changed. If a man 
were to stand in front of the opening in the box, 
the mirror behind the slit, as it danced up and 
down, would, so to speak, reflect him successively 
from head to foot ami from foot to head, and cross
wise and obliquely, and in every other direction 
possible, as the glass turned or oscillated about. 
This constantly changing reflection of the man 

would be passed on to the other mirror, which 
hangs just above the first. This second mirror is 
also kept moving about, or changing the plane of its 
reflection. The moving reflection of the man in 
the first mirror was, as has been stated, broken up 
into lines, and when it struck the crosslines of the 
second mirror it necessarily became dots, so that 
constantly changing series of dots of light, show
ing the reflection of the man outside, is now 
projected into the upper part of the box or trans
mitter. Of course all the colors of his costume are 
reflected, as well as the shape of his body.

In the top of the box, behind a small partition, 
is a resistance cell or plate made of selenium. 
Selenium is a very sensitive substance. If a current 
of electricity is sent through it, it will resist the 
passage of the current, and cut it down, according 
to the temperature and the light in which it may 
happen to be.

For instance, if an electric current is passing 
through a piece of selenium while a red light is 
shining on it, the quantity of current which will 
filially get through will be very different from what 
it would be if the selenium were to be placed in 
blue light, This very sensitive characteristic of 
selenium is taken advantage of to transmit pictures 
by wire. The dots of light, which really form the 
image to be transmitted, are allowed to play 
through a narrow slit in the partition against the 
selenium cell in the top of the box. The selenium 
is part of the circuit or wire through which the 
picture is to be transmitted. This circuit may, for 
all practical purposes, be hundreds of miles long. 
An electric current is made to flow through it, 
and, consequently, through the selenium. Now 
the reflection of the man outside the box, with all 
colors of his costume, is being projected constantly 
against the selenium in the top of the box, and 
this rapid interchange of color is causingjithe 
electric current which flows through the selenium 
to vary constantly in strength as the different 
colors in the reflection affect the resistance of the 
selenium. It therefore follows that an electric 
current is easily obtained, the strength of which 
depends entirely on the nature of the color which 
is projected against the selenium. The trans
mission of colors, or, at least, the transmission of 
their equivalent in electric ¡currents, is what has 
been accomplished.

TRo^alt^ and tbe
JBiogtapb

A great deal of comment has been created by 
the recent action of the Prince of Wales in sitting 
in company with a member of his family, for a 
series of biograph pictures which will be exhibited 
in English places of amusement.

It seems strange to Americans that a man of 
such high rank—or of any rank—should permit 
the privacy of his home to be invaded by a photo
grapher in order that the amusement seeking pub
lic may see moving pictures representing the family 
at the breakfast table, eating, drinking, laughing 
and talking, and the prince himself playing with 
his small grandchild. It is not easy for us to com
prehend the heir apparent’s feelings in the matter.

The fact is that photography is to-day one of the 
strongest of the ties that bind the people of Great 
Britain to the,throne and the royal family. Scarcely 
a month passes without a new picture of her 
majesty or the Prince of Wales finding its way into 
the shop windows, and the prince, who is essen
tially an up to date man of the most progressive 
ideas, probably realizes that the moving pictures of 
the kind exhibited in public places of amusement 
are destined to take the place of the old-fashioned 

photographs in depicting important events. The 
next coronation in England will probably be re
corded by one of these wonderful machines for the 
benefit of the millions of the queen’s subjects who 
will not be able to witness the ceremony.

The pictures that were recently taken of the 
Prince and his family will probably be displayed 
everywhere throughout the world.

Slot ilbacbines
The courts have declared that the twelve hun

dred odd nickel-in-the slot machines now working 
overtime in San Francisco have a legal right of ex
istence; and whether they are gambling devices, 
games of chance, or, like poker, games of science, 
does not concern the purpose of this article. The 
machines are here, they are going to stay, and they 
will be extensively patronized. This being the 
case, they should be controlled by a regulating 
license, and should be operated under such un. 
doubted conditions as would give the man on the 
outside of the counter a reasonable chance for his 
life. No one expects to play any game that is run 
for profit on an even basis. He expects to allow a 
small percentage for operating expenses. The 
twelve hundred odd nickel-in-the-slot machines 
are not doing business on any such principle. Some 
of them are down-right swindles; all of them allow 
a percentage to the game that destroys any possible 
chance of coming out anywhere near even. And, 
indeed, why should they do otherwise? They can 
be stocked against the nickel you drop into that 
hopeless slot so that you have 110 earthly show to 
win. The owner of the machine can doctor it to 
suit the elasticity of his conscience—when he has 
any—and there is no one to object. That he does 
as a rule unfairly re-arrange, drop out and juggle 
the cards, can be proved by any man who regularly 
plays this patent accumulator.

Richmond, Va., is beimg overrun with slot
machines, but this time the machines are within the 
law. They are nickel-in-the-slot machines, but they 
are played with checks the size of nickels, which 
checks are redeemable for cigars, though iu many 
saloons the proprietors will re-purchase the cigars, 
thus giving the patron nickel for nickel aud at the 
same time evading the law.

These machines will prove sources of revenue to 
the State henceforth. The last Legislature enacted 
a law licensing them, and the commissioners of the 
revenue will on May 1st, assess $2.50 against each 
machine. The title of the act is as follows :

“An act to provide for imposing a specific license
tax on slot-machines into which are dropped pennies 
or nickels or coins of other denominations and used 
in the State to dispose of cigars, cigarettes, chewing 
gnm, or other articles of merchandise, and on 
musical [devices which operate on the nickel-in-the
slot principle, to increase the revenues of the State.”

¡Legal TRotices
Judge Grosscup of the United States Circuit 

Court issued an order restraining the Western 
Phonograph Company from manufacturing certain 
improvements on sound-producing machines said 
to have been patented by the American Grapho
phone Company.

The injunction will be contested, it is said, by 
the defendants.
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A Phonographic Report
Could a mighty phonograph be suspended above 

the United States these days, one vast enough to 
catch and hold the murmurs of the Republic; could 
it bear them away to foreign lands and repeat them 
to the nations beyond the sea; could listeners there 
catch them and repeat to their governments what 
they were hearing, would not the report, as deliv
ered, be something like this:

There is music and nothing could be more 
stately and grand. It is the old song: BMy 
Country ’tis of Thee,” and it is ringing in one 
mighty diapason from ocean to ocean, and under 
its majesty the boom of the surges as they break 
on either shore seems but a fitting accompaniment. -

There is other music. It is a continuous roll 
of drums from sea to sea and it is punctuated with 
bugle blasts. There, too, is the echo of the tread 
of armed men, rising from every State and all 
wending their way to a common center. There 
is a majesty in their regular step such as was never 
listened to before. State is responding to State 
and it is as when the thunders on the Alps answer 
back to those on the Pyrenees. There is the sound 
of the flapping of innumerable banners, the crunch
ing of artillery wheels, the ring of the hoof-beats 
of a thousand squadrons, the rhythm of martial 
music and the shouts of cheering millions. Blended 
with all is the noise of rushing ambulances going 
down to the battle’s edge ■with their devices of 
mercy for the wounded and the sick.

But listen: Something more wonderful than all 
the rest is now being unfolded. We hear the 
vote as it is being recorded under the great dome 
at Washington, which gives the plainly-dressed 
citizen in the White House—the President called 
for a brief term only to be chief magistrate—more 
power than any King or Emperor on this side 
of the sea possesses.

Soft—the mothers of the Republic are praying 
now, and what think you is their prayer? It is: 
“If thou canst, O Lord, permit this cup to be put 
aside and spare us our sons, but thy will, not ours 
be done.” The answer is in the sentrie’s tread, 
and in now and then a boom from off the sea, 
where the war-ships are firing their morning and 
sunset guns and setting their battle-watches.

There are other sounds, too. The wash of the 
rivers as they roll onward is something sublime, 

for they are all blended, and their majestic flow 
seems but a refrain, with Niagara’s organ accom
paniment, of the anthem, “My Country, ’tis of 
Thee.” The eight great notes are the Hudson, 
the Niagara, the Susquehanna, the Ohio, the 
Mississippi, the Missouri, the Colorado and the 
Columbia, but the half tones of the others are 
sweeter even than the full notes.

There are other sounds even more wonderful. 
All the wheels of industry are in full roll. Trains 
are rushing over the length and breadth of the 
continent. ¿Mills and factories are iu full blast; 
the forges make a cloud by day, a pillar of fire by 
night, the rolling mills are roaring, anvils by 
millions are ringing, the hoisting works on the 
mountain tops are breathing hard under their 
heavy burdens; in all the fields the plough-boys 
are singing and the carols of the dusky cotton 
planters are sweet as the lark’s song.

But what is this? Something that compared 
with it all that has been heard grows commonplace 
and cold. It is the song that is being sung over 
all the space for three thousand miles and more 
between God’s oceans, by the millions of children 
in the free schools. It is the old song, “Columbia, 
the Gem of the Ocean; the Home of the Brave and 
the Free.” O, but it is wonderful. It was wakened 
at dawn by the Penobscot on the cliffs of Maine; 
it has “followed the sun, keeping company with 
the hours,” and its full volume ceases only beyond 
where the western portals of the Great Republic 
have swung back their gates of gold in greeting 
to an astonished world.

And Spain proposes to fight a land and a people 
like those. She must have eaten of the insane 
root, and it must have taken away her reason.

Pictures of Interest
Expert photographers with special photograph

ing apparatus have been at work in Havana secur
ing moving picture views of objects of particular 
interest at that point. The operators have just re
turned from Havana, bringing with them a number 
of scenes that will prove of the greatest interest to 
the American public. As might have been expected, 
the photographers experienced great difficulty 
in securing many of the scenes, and at times were 
subjected to a great deal of personal danger. In 
securing the views of the wreck of the ¿Maine, 
sho-wing the divers at work, and other scenes taken 
upon the waters of the harbor, pictures were com
paratively easy to obtain, but when an attempt was 
made to secure scenes showing the street life and 
conditions of Havana and surrounding country at 
the present time much difficulty was experi
enced. One view shows General Fitzhugh Lee 
leaving the Hotel Inglaterra and in thebackground 
a group of correspondents of prominent New York 
newspapers. An alarm of fire at one time called 
the department into action while the photographers 
were at work, thus affording an opportunity of 
securing a view of the primitive fire apparatus 
used in Havana. Another picture shows a troop of 
Spanish infantry in marching order, showing 
graphically’ the peculiar mincing gait of the Span
ish troops. In an endeavor to secure a view of the 
reconcentrados the operators were assaulted by a 
mob of Spanish sympathizers, and were finally 
rescued by the mounted police, who were compelled 
to charge the mob in order to disperse them. Some 
difficulty was at first experienced with the authori
ties before they became familiar with the apparatus, 
since the camera, when mounted for action, to
gether with the storage batteries, quite closely re
sembles a rapid fire gun. The machine was several 
times taken for such an implement of war, and it 
was found neccessary to very carefully explain the 
apparatus before attempting to take a scene, as 
otherwise the present strained relations were liable 

to result in the destruction of the apparatus and in
jury to the operators. The series of pictures thus 
obtained strikingly indicates the value of the bio
graph in presenting to the public scenes of current 
interest in a manner more graphic than is possible 
by any other means.

The company expect to have a camera at Key 
West shortly, for the purpose of securing scenes 
of hostilities.

¿¡Letters
This column is open to any of our patrons who have 

a complaint to make, a grievance to ventilate, infor
mation to give, or a subject of general interest to 
discuss appertaining to Sound Producing Machines. 
Picture Projecting Devices, Slot Machines, Amuse
ment Inventions or Scientific Novelties in general.

Sydney, N. S. W,, March 14, 1898.
The honoscope Publishing Co:

Gentlemen:—Your letter of January 18 to 
hand and we would remind you that our Agents in 
New York paid you for the subscription for three 
copies of vour Journal and would also have paid 
the bill for the advertisement if you had applied to 
them.

Adverting to the following remarks in your 
letter ‘ ‘Please let us hear from you at once and save 
all further trouble,” it may be only fair to you to 
mention that the Press Interviewer on our staff is 
the man who trained a certain Mr. Robert Fitzsim
mons, who as you are probably aware had a slight 
difference .of opinion with a party named James J. 
Corbett at Carson ; so if you want “any further 
trouble” we will ask our friend Mr. Fitzsimmons to 
call round at East 14th Street and trust you will 
publish full details of the interview.

Meantime an application to our agents will re
sult in your receiving payment of the account ren
dered August 6, 1S97.

Yours truly,
W. J. N. Oldershaw.

[The above letter is quite amusing and in reply 
would state that we had repeatedly applied to the 
agents with poor results, as they stated they re
ceived no authority to pay the bill. However, all 
is satisfactorily settled. The name of Air. Fitzsim
mons must have frightened the New York agents 
as we placed all the blame on him. Thus ended 
the first round.]

Muskegon, Mich, March 7, 1S97.
The Phonoscope Publishing Co:

Gentlemen:—We would very much like to 
subscribe for your new publication, but so many 
new things in the publication line die the death 
-----  -----  -----  that we want things of that kind I 
will say send paper if “you wish” six months and 
then draw 011 us for two years’ subscription. M e 
also have something new that we will be glad to 
contribute to your columns in the near future, 
“when patent is allowed,” in the way of talking 
machines that will surprise any one as the total 
cost to manufacture is but 12 L cents each, com
plete. Make us advertising rates also and oblige.

B. & Co.
[The above is a copy of a letter which was sent 

to us. The Phonoscope is still in existence and 
indications are that it will have a very prosperous 
future. We have mailed copies as requested in the 
letter, also drawn 011 theni for two years’ subscrip
tion, but have not heard from them. The machine 
to which tiler refer has been placed on the market 
and was extensively advertised, but, alas, we fear 
that it has died the death------------------ .]
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(Penerai 1Rews
Urs. Ballington Booth, though still confined to 

the house, is making speeches to the various posts 
by means of the phonograph.

The Silver Diaphragm Co., of Greenfield, Mass., 
informs us that orders are pouring in from all over 
the country for their silver diaphragm.

The new Edison coin-in-the-slot spring-wind 
machine to which we referred in our last issue will 
not be ready for the market until next month.

Speaking once to one of his employees Edison 
said: “The trouble with you is that you’re too 
popular. If you want to succeed, get some enemies. ’ ’

In the jail-yard of a Mexican prison the warden 
has caused a phonograph to be placed which re
peats to the convicts the charges made against 
them in the voices of their victims.

Thomas A. Edison, Jr., while working on the 
large cascade in the east end of Madison Square 
Garden, where the Electrical Show is being held, 
fell and received some slight injuries.

During the last twenty-five years 711 patents 
have been granted to Thos. A. Edison. He leads 
all others on the records of the patent office, and 
his inventions all amount to something.

If the Norcross Phonograph Company do not 
stop renting extra rooms it will be only a matter 
of time when they will occupy the entire New 
Zealand Building; of course, we except the Stan
dard.

Anthony Lo Forte has made quite a success with 
his new talking machine “The Euphonic.’' We 
understand that one of his traveling salesmen 
succee led in placing a number of large orders on 
his first trip.

Wm. F. Hooley, the famous basso, has met with 
great success in the record-making business, and 
although he did not join with the rest of the boys 
he claims he still gets three square meals a day and 
a feather bed to sleep in.

The New Standard Phonograph is in great 
demand. Orders have been coming in so rapid 
that the manufacturers can scarcely keep up. It 
is claimed that the results from this machine equal 
those of the higher-priced machines.

Daring a recent interview with Mr. Bettini our 
representative asked him if he “had anything new 
for the trade?’’ to which question he smiled and 
was singularly non-commital and said, “Better wait 
until your next issue.” We wonder what it will be.

Our talking machines are finding their way to 
South American ports. A Broad Street firm sent a 
load of these instruments to Valparaiso. This is 
the first consignment of any size which has gone 
from here to South America. It is expected that 
other shipments will follow.

Miss Julia Ehrich, who is with the Empire 
State Phonograph Co., demonstrated the fact clearly 
that “when she will, she will and when she won’t, 
she won’t.” It was quite evident that this lady 
had her own way recently. We wonder whether 
Mr. Torres Ncinoar has reached Philadelphia yet.

The Multiplex Phonograph Co. have moved 
from the New Zealand Building to the newly 
erected building No. 1358 Broadway. The officers 
of this company are: J. B. Gress, President; M. B. 
Gress, Vice-president and J. H. Gress, Manager. 
They expect an order from England for about 200 
machines.

The Phonograph Sapphire Company, formerly 
of Newark, N. J., have at last removed from the 
back woods and are now in our midst having taken 
up quarters in the Judge Building, Fifth Avenue, 
New York City, where they are now prepared to 
fill all orders entrusted to them with neatness 
and dispatch.

Mr. L. R. Geisenberger, has fitted up a hand
some phonograph parlor in Lancaster, Pa. We 
may state that he will not only maintain a number 
of coin slot machines for the public, but he will 
keepafullline of phonographs and supplies for sale. 
In the rear of the parlor is a record room, where 
records can be tested for purchasers.

Chas. B. Ward, known as the original Bowery 
boy, lately with Primrose & West, has decided to 
sing in the horns, and from what we have heard 
of his efforts he will no doubt make a success as 
a phonograph singer. Mr. Ward is the composer 
of “I Wish My Rent Was Paid,” ‘My Pearl is a 
Bowery Girl,” and many other hits.

Miss Estella Louise Mann, the mezzo-soprano 
singer, of the Lyric Phonograph Company, is meet
ing with popular favor. Hers is one of the few 
feminine voices which have ever made a successful 
record for the talking machine. Her voice is 
powerful and her enunciation distinct and clear. 
She is the daughter of E. H. Mann, Assistant 
Superintendent of ‘ the Louisville and Nashville 
Railroad Company, and a graduate of the Cincin
nati Musical College.

Mr. E. D. Easton, President of the American 
Graphophone Company, is laying out a very beauti
ful park around his residence at Arcola, N. J. 
Landscape gardeners have been at work of several 
weeks and completely metamorphosed the Jersey 
flats in that neighborhood. The grounds border 
upon the Saddle River which has a winding course 
in that region, and the possibilities for the river for 
picturesque effects have been availed of to the 
utmost by the artists.

Mrs. John J. Miller, who lives in Pittsburg, 
owns a parrot that makes phonographic records, 
sings songs in perfect tune with accompaniments 
and discriminates between airs with good taste. 
The parrot’s name is Major. Since he acquired the 
habit of talking into a phonograph he repeats the 
performance as often as he can. Mrs. Miller en
tertains friends by inserting Major’s records in the 
machine. In one of these records Major begins 
with a hearty laugh, calls the cat and the dog, 
crows like a rooster, sings “The Sweet Bye and 
Bye” and closes with the remark, “Good-bye, 
Flora.”

The Columbia Phonograph Company has opened 
down-town headquarters at Nos. 143 and 145 Broad
way, corner of Liberty Street. This is the new 
building of the Washington Life Insurance Com
pany, of which the Columbia Company has taken 
the store on the ground floor together with the 
basement and sub-basement and several offices on 
an upper floor. Mr. Mervin E. Lyle, the manager 
of the New York offices of the Company, will 

establish himself in this new store. The Building 
at Twenty-seventh Street and Broadway will be 
devoted entirely to the retail business of the Com
pany and to the making of records. The store and 
offices in the Washington Life Building will be 
handsomely fitted up and the Compiny intends to 
make there an interesting and attractive display of 
the talking machine industry.

All the office managers of the Columbia Phono
graph Company assembled in New York the 15th 
of April and held a confe , ich continued 
over the 16th. One day was given to a visit of in
spection to the American Graphophone Company’s 
factory at Bridgeport, Conn. Every manager was 
present, including Mr. Frank Dorian, formerly 
general manager of the Company and at present 
manager of the European branch, located in Paris. 
The night of Friday, the 15th, the managers, to
gether with various officials of the Company and 
of the American Graphophone Company, were the 
guests at dinner at the Waldorf, of Mr. E. D. Eas
ton, the president of the Columbia Phonograph 
Company and also of the American Graphophone 
Company. These conferences were instituted by 
Mr. Easton about a year ago, and are considered as 
valuable in settling matters of policy in the admin
istration of the Company’s affairs.

As we were about going to press we were in
formed that the Excelsior Phonograph Company 
and the Musical Phonograph Record Company are 
about to be consolidated under the laws of the 
State of New Jeresy with a capital stock of $150,000. 
It will be called the Excelsior and Musical Phono
graph Company. Incorporators: Dr. Henry Parker 
DeDoursney, Roger Harding, Stephen W. Giles 
and E. G. Manturin. We understand tnat the 
officers will be as follows: President, H. P. De 
Doursney; Vice-President, Roger Harding; Secre
tary and Treasurer, Stephen W. Giles. The main 
offices will be located at 57 West 24th Street and 
the laboratory at 42 West 28th Street. We also 
understand that there are very few shares left for 
sale. Dr. DeDoursney was left a large amount of 
money a short time ago, aud judging from the 
manner in which Mr. Giles fitted up his plant he 
must also have his share of it. This company 
certainly has a good foundation.

During a recent trip, surveying the phonograph 
business in general, Mr. G. M. Van Horn reports 
as follows: Philadelphia, Pa., business is very good. 
Pittsburg, Pa., exceedingly good; the Steiren Home 
and Commercial Phonograph Company will open 
a parlor here in the near future, and are now nego
tiating with the Multiplex Phonograph Company 
to use their machines. The venture no doubt will 
prove a success as it will be the first phonograph 
parlor in Pittsburg. Buffalo, N. Y., business very 
poor. Messrs. Mark & Wagner expect to move 
their plant, but have not as yet decided on the 
location. Rochester, N. Y., business very good 
indeed. Having three of the largest camera manu
facturers they naturally take great interest in films, 
phonographs, etc. Syracuse, N. Y., business rather 
slow in the phonograph Hue; other business very 
good. There are 110 phonograph parlors in this 
section. Utica, N. Y., Messrs. Clark & Co. are 
doing a good business and prospects are much 
brighter for the near future. Troy, N. V. there 
does not seem to be a great boom in the phonograph 
line here ; only one firm, a music store, selling 
phonograph goods. Albany, N. V., only ten min
utes from Troy, is doing much better in this line. 
The Robinson Electric Works on Broadway and 
the Columbia Phonograph Company on State Street, 
are doing good business. Although Mr. Van Horn 
encountered very bad weather during his trip the 
results were very gratifying.
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®ur Uattler
An amusing story is going the rounds of Paris, 

in which a cinématographe plays the leading role; 
it proves itself not only a source of entertainment, 
but an impeccable authority in matters of historical 
import. It is rumored that the dwellers in a no 
less high place than the palace of the Elysee called 
in this ingenious invention the other day to settle a 
dispute which arose from the assertion by Prince 
Bismarck that President Eaure had neglected a 
point of etiquette on his recent visit to St. Peters
burg. The Prince claimed that instead of saluting 
the cossacks who constituted the garde d’honneur, 
by raising his hat, President Faure had merely 
raised his hand to the brim and paid them no 
further respect. In our country such an accusation 
would receive no attention, except on the part of 
the comic papers, which would be pleased to make 
merry over it — our dignitaries dispose of their 
attentions as best suits their humor, with a wave of 
the hand, or a nod or at the most a jerky lift of the 
hat. But in ceremonious countries it is different. 
President Faure was quite disturbed by the accusa
tion, and tried in vain to recall his action at the 
moment. Friends and attendants who were with 
him at the time were questioned; none could recall 
whether he had offended against the “protocole” 
or not. Finally some one remembered that there 
was a cinématographe at one of the theatres which 
depicted the entrance into St. Petersburg and the 
attending ceremonies. The machine was at once 
ordered to the palace to the ElSe, and the presi
dent and his friends assembled to witness the per
formance. The lights were put out, the cinémato
graphe was started, and immediately the spectators 
saw again the streets of St. Petersburg, the presi
dent conspicuous in the foreground ; they’ saw him 
slowly advance to the front of the cossacks, then 
raise his hat from his head, as directed by the pro
tocole, with the gallant sweep peculiar to Parisians. 
So it was settled. Prince Bismarck was proved in 
the wrong, for, of course, the cinématographe can
not lie.

Coroner.—What killed the man ?
Druggist.—I don’t know. He was listening to 

the phonograph and fell over dead.
Coroner.—What tune have you in the machine?
Druggist.—Ta-ra-ra Boom-de-ay.

A man who has just returned from a Western 
trip said recently : “While I was in San Francisco 
I visited one of the telephone exchanges there to 
witness a novel experiment of applying an auto
matic phonograph to a telephone switchboard, to 
do the work of an operator. The result was satis
factory to the telephone company, but it must 
have been heartbreaking to some of their subscrib
ers. This phonograph was so arranged that when 
a subscriber called up a number that was busy, the 
phonograph answered, ‘Busy now. Call up later.’ 
This was the invariable reply whenever a busy 
number was called for, and it was given iu a 
monotonous tone of voice. I admired the clever
ness of the application until the manager said to 
me: ‘You know, some of our subscribers are very 
profane, and perhaps you would like to hear their 
opinion. Here is Capt. Blank, who has been call
ing a busy number for five minutes now. Listen 
to him.’ Capt. Blank’s wire was swung on to a 
receiver, which I put to my ear. I never heard 
anything like it. 'You blankety blank blank 
idiot,’ he was saying, ‘can’t you say anything else 
but “busy now, call up later?” There you go 
again, you blasted idiotic chump. I’m coining up 
to the central office and kill you right away.’

‘That,’ said the manager, 'is one of the drawbacks 
of this invention. It excites profane men unduly, 
and it might lead to violence.’ I heard the opinion 
of several other men who called busy numbers and 
received over and over again this monotonous 
reply, and I think the invention is open to serious 
objection.’”

A somewhat risky experiment is to be made in 
the shape of an English version of a particularly 
disreputable French farce, mightily enjoyed in 
Paris, called “Le Controleur des Wagons-Lits. ” 
The temptation to adapt consists in one scene, 
where an errant husband is frightened out of his 
wits through the agency of a phonograph, which is 
said to be excruciatingly funny. This notion, of 
course, could be utilized in perfectly innocuous 
theatrical material.

‘ ‘ The tricks of the schemers are many, 
And suckers are born by the score.

Their chances ? They haven’t any — 
No wonder they sometimes get sore.”

“Little drops of water, little grains of sand, 
Nickels make the dollars all throughout the land. 
Put a nickel in the slot, press the handle bar : 
Whirr! A flash of color —You can’t stop the 

car. ’ ’
These verses are quoted from a most beautiful 

and charmingly realistic poem, in which consistency 
of meter cuts no ice. There is a ring of pathetic 
verity about the lines culled from the poem that 
more than repays metrical inconsistency and 
strikes straight to the hearts of thousands and 
thousands of victims of the nickel-in-the-slot habit 
who daily walk the streets. There are several 
reasons why most of the victims walk. The prin
cipal one, as the poet has so aptly put it, is because 
they have not the wherewithal to stop the car.

With this prelude, partly ryhthmic and certainly 
pathetic, it may be as well to leave the realm of 
simile and descend to the prosaic field of fact, 
cold-blooded, nickel-in-the-slotted fact. It may 
not be as well, but there is no way of proving that 
it isn’t.

The nickel-in-the-slot machine has captured. 
New Orleans. There is no use disputing it. 
Every cigar store of any size and every saloon, and 
the exceptions are hardly numerous enough to 
prove the rule, has from two to five machines. 
For every nickel the machine pays out it takes in, 
at least, two. In other words, when a machine 
has lost ten dollars it has something like twenty 
dollars in its “little inside.” That is 100 per cent.

In a majority of the cities in the United States 
the pernicious influence of the machines is recog
nized and the evil has been minimized by the 
exaction of an enormous license. In Memphis, 
for instance, it costs $100 per annum for every 
machine a man has in his place. In some cities 
slot machines are barred altogether. Iu New 
Orleans the annual license is five dollars. Some 
of the machines are plainly in violation of the 
gambling law, as they pay in money. The ma
jority of them pay in trade.

There is a chance that the machines will not be 
licensed by’ the council this year. No licenses 
have been issued and there are some members of 
the Council who do not believe of them.

“I am greatly opposed to nickel-in-the-slot 
machines,” said Superintendent of Police Gaster 
recently. “They are nuisances.” The police 
are doing all they can to stop the play in machine 
that pay in cash. They are moved around from 
one saloon to another as soon as notices are served 
that they are illegal. If I had my way all the 
machines would be prohibited. I intend to hold 

a conference with the Mayor in the next day or 
so about the machines, when I will find out 
whether or not they will be licensed or not this 
year.

“I think that in the neighborhood of a thousand 
dollars a day is lost in slot machines in New 
Orleans,” declared a close observer recently. “I 
am basing my estimate on what I have seen. I 
was in a saloon the other day and saw a man lose 
fifteen dollars. He was putting in his nickels in 
one of those big machines—a kind of wheel of 
fortune arrangement—and was playing so absorbed- 
ly that I got interested myself and watched him 
for an hour.

“Take my case. I am nothing of a gambler 
in the strict sense of the word, but since the com
ing of the slot machines I rarely take a drink that 
doesn’t cost me a quarter, and it is the same way 
with my cigars—they cost me two or three times 
what they should. I always spend fifteen or 
"twenty cents trying to win what I want, and wind 
up by buying it.

“There is a fascination about the machines 
that is hard to define.” I suppose a man figures 
it out that he doesn’t lose anything when he drops 
in a few nickels, but nickels make the dollars, 
and there are hundreds of men who feed more 
money into the machines than their car fare costs.

“If, by some lucky chance, you win, you are 
in nothing but the foundation of a jag or the head
ache that results from smoking too much. Several 
times a tenstrike in a saloon which I do not usually 
patronize has been the cause of my taking more 
then was good for me. I had checks calling for 
drinks The chances were against my being in 
the saloon again soon. What else could I do but 
use the checks while I had the opportunity?”

There are slot machines and slot machines. 
Some of them gives a man a trifling chance for his 
money. Others digest every five cent piece fed 
them and never discorge a cent. There isn’t any’ 
lottery easy of access now. The slot machines 
furnish the necessary chance to get rid of one’s 
moneys.

The most common machine is a small affair. 
There is a roll of fifty’ cards, which are so arranged 
that when a lever is pressed a poker hand of the 
regulation five cards is whirled out. Rewards are 
paid for certain hands—ten cents for a pair of 
kings or aces, twenty cents for two pair ("Jacks 
up,”) thirty cents for threes, half a dollar for a 
straight, senty-five cents for a flush, a dollar for a 
full hand, and so on. This ratio prevails where 
the rewards are paid in drinks or cigars. Where 
cash is returned the prizes are not so large.

Another machine has scores of combinations, 
several of which win rewards. This contrivance 
should delight the heart of the policy player, for 
the winning trio of numbers forms the famous 
"gig,” 4-11-44. To play against this machine is 
literally throwing money away.

Then there is a machine fashioned on the style 
of a roulette wheel. A little ball is sent spinning 
and a wheel turns when the bar is pressed after 
the requisite nickel Jias released the spring. "Dou
ble O” pay’s ten for one, and there is but one 
chance in thirty-eight of "double O” winning. 
There are two other numbers that pay, one five 
for one and the other three for one. Six numbers 
give you your money back, in cigars. The other 
thirty lose. Let some astute gambler figure out 
the per cent against the player.

A recent addition to the already plethoric list 
of inventions in this liue is a machine as big as a 
hand organ. There are five places to put nickels 
in, each slot representing a color. Two of the 
colors pay even money, one four for one, another 
nine for one and the most played color nineteen 
for one. This is one of the machines that automat - 
ically pays in money, and is, therefore, simply a 
gambling contrivance.
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These are descriptions of but a few of the ma
chines. There are others—many others. There 
is but one method by which there is the slightest 
chance for a man to beat a machine. Let him put 
a nickel in ami then quit, win or lose. If he does 
chance to win the usual procedure is to put every 
nickel back and then lose more.

There are bartenders and cigar dealers who 
contend that the machines give almost an even 
break to the player. These men say that they pay 
in a place because they draw trade. In spite of 
the protestations of the defenders of the machines, 
the best way to play them is to leave them alone.

There is a strong sentiment developing agains t 
the machines, and that the City Council will take 
some measure to put a stop to them is not improb
able. At least there is a strong chance that those 
machines which are gambling inventions, pure and 
simple, will be stopped.

Meeting a party on the street the other day who 
is deeply interested in the phonograph business 
with apparently no good success, he made the fol
lowing remark: “I saw an ‘ad’ in your journal of 
the Lyric Phonograph Company and I understand 
that they will not last a month, look out for your 
dough,” to which I answered, "If all our adver. 
tisers paid their bills as promptly as this Company, 
it would save our Advertising Agent a good many 
pairs of shoes.”

While visiting one of our prominent record
making establishments recently a conversation 
took place, the subject being ‘‘Patriotic Mothers.” 
While the talking was at its height one of the sing
ers took a letter out of his pocket which he received 
from his mother and said: “What do you think of 
this?’ then read the letter as follows: “My dear 
boy, Jack; we certainly shall have war with Spain, 
and just as soon as it commences fly at once to 
your patriotic mother,” just then the phonograph 
played the “Star Spangled Banner.”

ï=1Ra? (Items
Effect of X=Rays on Plants

Very interesting experiments have recently 
been made at Cornell University by Prof. Atkinson 
on the effect of the X-rays on growing plants and 
seedlings. So much has been said of the injurious 
effect of these rays on the human body, when ex
posed to them for photographic purposes, that 
Prof. Atkinson was prepared to see his plants 
seriously injured in the experiments ; but the re
sult showed that even delicate seedlings, after an 
exposure to the rays of many hours, were entirely 
unharmed. Sensitive plants, like the mimosa, ex
hibited the same indifference. Among the photo
graphs showing the interior structure of plants 
were pictures of the seeds of hickory nuts, 
almonds and peanuts taken through the unbroken 
shells, and of peas and beans still enclosed within 
the pods.

Sure Cure For Skin Diseases
A really practical use for the X-rays has been 

discovered by Dr. August Schmidt, of St. Louis. 
He says that he has had highly satisfactory results 
with the ray in the cure of skin diseases, and also 
in the removal of hair from the face.

Ever since the advent of the X-ray, two years 
ago, Dr. Schmidt has been experimenting with it 
and has had occasions to use it frequently in his 
practice. After having taken a photograph with 
the X-ray he observed that a part of the outer skin 
would peel off his hands, and that numerous small 
cracks would appear in his finger nails.

For a long time these facts puzzled him. Then 
the idea struck him that the intensity of the light 
killed the epidermis, and that, if the hand were 
exposed to the light long enough the skin, and per
haps, the flesh, would be destroyed entirely. The 
question then arose: If the X-ray will destroy 
healthy skin, why will it not destroy that which is 
unhealthy ? Dr. Schmidt determined to experiment.

The next time he treated a person afflicted in 
this manner he obtained his permission to test the 
efficacy of the X-ray. He prepared a rubber plate 
(lead may also be used) and placed it in a position 
to cover all the parts not afflicted.

Then he placed the X-ray machine in readiness, 
only a foot away, and set it in operation. The 
powerful light was reflected from the platinum 
plate within the tube and reflected with full force 
on the afflicted epidermis.

It is held in this position from ten to twenty 
minutes, according to the degrees of the affection. 
After the first application Dr. Schmidt says a 
radical change is apparent. The operation is re
peated until the patient is cured.

Dr. Schmidt asserts that the most virulent case 
of skin disease can be cured by this simple opera
tion, wholly external, without other treatment.

He now tested the power of the light to destroy 
hair, and found that it could do so easily.

This suggested auother idea, which he was not 
slow to act upon. If the X-ray could destroy hair 
which was necessary to preserve one’s manly beauty, 
he inquired why could it not be used to remove 
that which was objectionable ?

In pursuance of this idea Dr. Schmidt prepared 
a face mask. He determined to use it for the pur
pose of removing the hair which is sometimes 
embarrassingly prominent on a woman’s upper lip.

It was not long before he had a patient, in the 
person of a lady prominent in St. Louis society. 
He adjusted the mask so that it covered everything 
but her upper lip and then turned on the light of 
the ray. The lip was exposed about seven minutes. 
The hair fell out promptly next day, and the doc
tor believes it will never appear again. A small 
amount of skin came off with it, but the lady's 
beauty was in no way endangered and she ex
presses herself as being entirely satisfied with the 
result of the operation.

Says the X=Rays Ruined His Health
The Loomis Sanitarium for consumptives, in 

Liberty, N. Y., has been sued in Supreme Court for 
heavy damages for severely burning a patient with 
the X-ray process. The complainant’s name is 
Wm. Hardy, of New York city, aged 25, and by 
occupation a dry-goods clerk.

A year ago last January Hardy developed symp
toms of incipient consumption in the left lung. 
Being highly esteemed by his employers they sent 
him at once to the Loomis Sanitarium paying all 
of his expenses.

On arriving at the institution he was at once 
examined with the X-rays. The doctors claiming 
that there were but the slightest signs of consolida
tion of the left apex, which would clear up in two 
or three months. J n a few days the deadly effects 
of the X-ray began to manifest themselves. The 
skin of the whole left side of Hardy’s chest became 
red and inflamed. Large blisters formed at first, 
and then the whole skin covering this area sloughed 
off, leaving a raw surface, which after a year and 
three months the physicians are unable to heal. 
According to Dr. Whitcomb, who is treating Hardy 
at present, the damage to the skin is but a small 
part of the harm done.

The mysterious and deadly potency of the 
X-ray is most graphically illustrated in this case. 
Not only the skin, but the left lung has been en
tirely obliterated, leaving several large cavities. 
These cavities are partly filled with decomposing 

secretions, and give rise to loud bubbling and 
cracking sounds as the respired air rushes back and 
forth. The noises are very aggravating to the 
patient, and prevent him from obtaining rest. As 
he expresses it, “I seem like a rattle box that 
never ceases its rattle.”

On first viewing the left side of the chest one is 
reminded of a mummy. The parchmont-like skin 
is bound down to the ribs, and all the underlying 
tissues seem to be glued together in one tense mem
brane, which on tapping with the finger sounds 
like the head of a drum. Hardy suffers intense 
pain night and day.

Among physicians who have examined this case 
there seems to prevail an opinion that the X-ray 
may possibly do great damage to the delicate 
structure of the lung in many cases where the skin 
is unaffected, and where there is no other outward 
sign of any damage.

Ex-District Attorney David Hill has been en
gaged to look after Hardy’s interests in the case. 
The papers citing the corporation to appear in the 
Supreme Court were served. Hardy’s claim is that 
his health has been permanently injured by the 
application of the X-rays.

®ur Correspondents
Ottumwa, Ia., March 20, 1898.

The Phonoscope Publishing Co:
Gentlemen:—Enclosed please find exchange 

for Ji .00 for which you will kindly send me The 
Phonoscope for one year. I think well of the 
sheet but on account of moving around so much it 
is hard for The Phonoscope to find me. I am still 
“tramping” around the country with a talking 
machine and succeed in taking iu enough money to 
get from town to town. Can you give me any in
formation regarding a man by the name of-------- ? 
I have missed a good many meals this winter writ
ing him and spending my money for stamps and 
stationery when I should have saved it to lunch on.

I would like to come down to New York and see 
the “Gang” but the bad condition of the roads in 
the spring of the year forbids me attempting any
thing of the kind as my shoes are not in first-class 
repair.

With best wishes for the success of the Phono
scope, I am very truly yours, F. D. T.

[If you will look over our list of advertisers you 
can find address of party you are in search of. ' 
Would be pleased to see you when you come to the 
city.—Ed.]

---------------- ----------------------------

Where Ube? Were 
JErbibiteb Hast flhontb ,

BIOGRAPH
Wonderland, Detroit, Mich.; Union Square The

atre, New York city; Keith’s Theatre, Boston, 
Mass.; St. Michael’s Hall, Hoboken, N. J.; Hop
kins, Chicago, Ill.; Leland Opera House, Albany, 
N. Y.; Columbia, St. Louis, Mo.

CINEMATOGRAPH
Willard Hall, Washington, D. C.; Harlem Music 

Hall, New York city.

PROJECTOSCOPE
Leach’s Hall, Newark, N. J.

VERISCOPE
Park Theatre, Boston, Mass.; Academy of Music, 

Hoboken, N. J.; Columbia Theatre, Newark, N. J.

MAGNISCOPE
Clark Street Museum, Chicago, Ill.; Temple 

Theatre, Colorado Springs, Colo.
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1Rew jfilms for
“Screen” flßacbines

1Rew TRecorbs for Ube ¡¡Latest 
talking Oßacbines popular Songs

THE FUNERAL OF NINE OF THE VICTIMS 
OF THE “MAKE” DIASTER. This is one of 
the most impressive scenes ever taken.

U. S. S. “IOWA.”

U S. S. GUNBOAT “MARBLEHEAD.”

U S. S. “INDIANA” COALING AT SEA.

THE WRECK OF THE “MAINE” IN HAVANA 
HARBOR.

PANORAMIC ANEW, SHOWING ENTRANCE 
TO HAVANA HARBOR AND MORRO 
CASTLE.

PANORAMIC VIEW OF U. S. S. “DETROIT’

“ “ . “ “CINCINNATI.;

“ “ “ “CASTINE.”

“ “ “ “NASHVILLE.”
“ “ FLAGSHIP “NEW YORK.’

“NEW YORK JOURNAL'’ YACHT “BUCCA
NEER,” WAR CORRESPONDENTS ON 
BOARD.

U. S S. MONITOR “TERROR” TAKING ON 
AMMUNITION AND COALING AT DOCK.

SECRETARY LONG OF THE NAVY AND 
CAPTAIN SIGSBEE, THE HERO OF THE 
“MAINE,” COMING FROM THE NAVY 
DEPARTMENT.

S. S. “COPTIC” IN A STORM ON THE PACIFIC 
OCEAN.

HEAVING THE LOG S. S. “COPTIC” IN A 
STORM ON THE PACIFIC OCEAN.

OLI) GLORY AND THE CUBAN FLAG, IN 
COLORS.

PROCESSION OF MOUNTED INDIANS AND 
COWBOY’S. Taken at Denver, Col., at the junc. 
tion of Broadway and Volfax Avenue^, at the 
annual festival of Mountain and Plain.

BRANDING CATTLE. Taken at Hacienda de 
Soledad, Sabinas, Mexico, and shows a number of 
Mexican cowboys, clad in their typical costumes, 
going through the semi-yearly routine of branding 
stock.

LASSOOING A STEER. Shows eight mounted 
cowboys in pursuit of a lone steer. As they ride 
at ftdl speed, swinging their lassoes, one of them 
deftly throws his and lands it over the head of the 
steer, his horse is suddenly stopped and the mad 
career of the steer is brought to an abrupt halt; he 
seems to leap completely oil the ground, is turned 
fully half way round and thrown violently to the 
ground.

MARKET SCENE, CITY OF MEXICO. Taken 
at the famous place in the City of Mexico at an

. . rly morning hour, where the native Mexican 
and Indians dispose of their produce of chillies 
sweet-potatoes, sugar-cane, sweet-meats, pottery, 
etc. It is a motley crowd of all sizes and type.-.

TRAIN IIOUR IN DURANGO, MEXICO. This 
view was taken at the station of the ¡Mexican 
International Rail Road, Durango, Mexico, and 
demonstrates the unusual commotion caused in 
this Mexican town by the. so common occurcnce 
as a train arrival.

.MARCHING SCENE. Taken during the Tourna
ment of Roses, at Pasadena, Cal. Shows a large 
company of young men, marching nine abreast. 
They arc dressed in white uniforms, each carrying 
a flag and wearing a sash of roses.

The following list of new records has been compiled 
from lists sent us by the leading talking machine 
companies of the United States j4 j4 j4 j4 j4

A Sailor’s Grave By the Sea Geo. J. Gaskin
America Forever Mr. Havens
Behold El Capitan S. Holland Dudley
Belle of Avenue A Myers
Casey As a Fortune Teller Russell Hunting
Casey At the Dentist Russell Hunting
Cavatino “ Roberto Le Diable” Miss Mann
Chin, Chin, Chinaman Jacks the Boy ‘'Geisha” S. Hol

land Dudley
Cold Sweat is on My Brow, “Chimes” Original Lyric Trio
Down at Casey's Miss XL Newton
Don’t Be Cross “The Master Miner” Miss Lisle
Fisherman and His Child Myers
Flower Song “Fanst” Miss Lisle
Gaspard AJGrenichienx “Chimes” Havens and Hooley
Gathering the Myrtle With Mary Jas. W. Reagan
Gallant Emmett Guards Myers
Generals Duetts “Queens’ Mate’’ Havens and Hooley
Get Your Money’s Worth Len Spencer
He Certainly is a Sweet Black Man Miss Mann
He Certainly Was Good To Me Len Spencer
Henry Did Russell Hunting
Honey, Yonse Ma Lady Love Len Spencer
I Dreamt I Dwelt In Marble Halls Miss Lisle
I Live for Thee Miss Mann and Mr. Hooley
Infelica “Ernani” Chas. Whyte
Infelice “Ernani” Mr. Hooley
I’ve 'Er Portrait Nex’ My ’Eart Dan Qninn
I Want Ma Lulu Miss M. Newton
Kentucky Babe Rodger Harding
Kiss Duett “Mikado” Miss Mann and Mr. Havens
Love Light of My Heart “Bride Elect” Miss Mann and 

Mr. Havens
Mamma's Ba-bee Knickerbocker Quartette
Masonic March (Descriptive) Edison Orchestra
Maybe Mary Didn’t See New York Myers 
Miss Malinda Lightfoot Lou Mr. Havens 
Moon Song “ Mikado” Miss Lisle
Moonlight on the Lake Knickerbocker Quartette
Moloney and the Brick Ed. Leahy
Molly 0 Jas. W. Reagan
Mnlcahey as a Doctor Mr. Jack Simonds
Mulcahev as a Section Boss Mr. Jack Simonds
Mulcahey in the Navy Mr. Jack Simonds
Mnlcahey as a Judge Mr. Jack Simonds
My Love is All for Thee Miss Lisle
My Dad’s the Engineer Myers
Only One Coon in this Town for Me Miss Mann
Our United States Mr. Havens
Old Turnkey “Rob Roy” Mr. Hooley
Old Glory Knickerbocker Quartette
Olcott’s Irish Serenade Myers
Off to Philadelphia Mr. Hooley-
On the Rolling Deep Chas. Whyte
Put Me Off at Buffalo Myers
Rose, Sweet Rose Miss Maun
Rotiana Dooley (comic Irish Song) Dan Qninn
Rnben Haskins Russell Hunting
Remns Take the Cake Edison Orchestra
Rocked in the Cradle of the Deep Mr. Hooley
Remember Boy You're Irish Jas. W. Reagan
Serenade “Don Giovani” Mr. Hooley
Simple Little String “Circus Girl” S. Holland Dudley
Sentry Song “lolanthe” Chas. Whyte
Scanlan's Rose Song Jas. W. Reagan
Sweetest Little Girl In Town Steve Porter
The Church Across the Way Knickerbocker Quartette
The Emblem of the Free Mr. Havens
The Yankee Doodle Boys Mr. Havens
The Girl I Met at a Millage Dance Mr. Havens
The Cat Got It Aunt Hannah Mr. Havens
There’s Room tor One More Star Miss Mann
Toreador Song “Carmen” Chas. Whyte
Trio lolanthe Original Lyric Trio
Trio “Faust” Original Lyric Trio
Uncle Josh's Visit to a Department Store Cal Stewart
Uncle Josh’s Trip to Wall Street and the Stock Exchange 

Cal stewart
Uncle Josh's Comments on Signs Seen in New York Cal 

Stewart
Uncle Sam Tell Fs Why Arc You Waiting? G. J. Gaskin 
Una Vovc, Barber of Seville MiS Lisle 
Vensano Waltz Song Miss Mann
Verdi's Attila Original Lyric Trio
Walk, McCarty, Walk Ed. Leahy
Willie’s Misfit Punts Dan Quinn
Woman. Lovely Woman “bcienade" SHolland Dudley
Wreck of the. Maine Mr. Havens
Yon May Imagine The Rest Russell Hunting

The following is a list of the very latest popular songs 
published by the leading music publishers of the 
United States j4j4j4j4j4.j4j4j4j4

A Boy Without a sweeheart Geo. M. Cohan 9
All I Want's Is May Chickens Sung by J. W. Stern 3
All For the Love of a Girl Chas. K. Harris i

American Citizen (Waltzes) Frank M. Witmark 1
Arouse, Columbia Arouse Charles Puerner 2
Bay State March A. C. Kirkham 1
Belles of the Beach Fred Enstis 1
Better Than Gold -1
Bom-Ba-Shay Max- Hoffman 1
Bo Peep George Bowles 1
Break the News To Mother Chas. K. Harris 4
Because of Two Tender Blue Eyes Hattie Starr 1
Big Black Lou M. B. Garrett 7
Bowery After Dark, The John F. Wilson 4
Cast Aside Chas. K. Harris 4
Cupid’s Dream (Waltzes) Warner Crosby 5
Darkie’s Jubilee Williams &'Walker 1
Dearest Mine Fay £ Olliver 1
De Captain of de Coontown Guards Dave Reed, Jr. 1
Don’t Say Good Bye Forever Gilmore and Lenard 3
Don't Give Ip the Old Love for the New 3
Grisette Jean B. Havez 1
Good Mister Mailman J. E. Howard 2
Gone Astray Herbert Dillea 5
His Time Will Come XL H. Rosenfeld 3
Honey, I’s In Town Hattie Starr 1
I Can’t Find Another Love Like Nell John T. Kelly 1
I Don’t Like No Cheap Xian Williams and Walker 3
I Love Her Jnst The Same Chas. K. Harris 4
I Wish My Rent Was Paid Charles B. Ward 2
I Want My Lulu Karl St. Clair 9
If We Should Never Meet Again 2
I’se Never G’wlne To Lub You Any More A. Leonard 1
In Clover (Two-Step) J. Morningstar 1
I’ve Been Faithful To Yon Chas. K. Harris 4
I’ve Just Come Back To Say Good-Bye Chas. K. Harris
Jnst Behind The Times Chas. K. Harris 4
Katie O’Neil XL B. Garrett 7
Kiss Your Goosie Woosie Bennett Scott 9
Love Me in the Land of Dreams H. G. Pelissier 1
Lurline John W. Bratton 1
Maloney and the Brick M. F. Casey 1
Mary’s Not as Green as She Looks Ford A Bratton 1
Margaret J. E. Nicol 5
Mr. Vandyke From Klondyke Wm. L. Berry 2
Mlle. New York Maurice Levi 1
My Heart's Delight 3
My Love's a Gambling Xian XLtthews and Bulger 1
Xly Sweetest Girl Leander Richardson 2
Xly African Queen Barney Fagan 4
Xly Love Is the Same As Of Old Chas. Horwitz 4
My Sweetest Girl Andrew XIack 2
Xly Old Fashioned Girl Fred Hylands 9
Oh, Ebenezer Dave Reed 3
On the Boulevard Joseph E. Howard 4
Organ Grinder’s Serenade, The Chas. K. Harris 4
Perhaps She Is Somebody'sXIother Al Trabern 5
Remember the XIaine Walter A. Phillips 2
Rosie Claneey Arthur Gillespie 1
Scientific Xian, The Henry E. Pether 2
She's Somebody’s Mother Chas. Lawler and J. Blake 2
She Is More To Be Pitied Than Censured W. B. Gray 9
She’s My Only Sister 5
Sweet May McVey M. H. Rosenfeld 3
Take Your Clothes and Go Irving Jones 3
Tally Ho Will Goodwin 9
There’ll Come A Time Chas. K. Harris 4
The Campus (Two-Step) Paul Cohn 1
The Lady With the Rag-Time Walk Armstrong Bros 9
Two Little Dolls Fred J. Hamil 2
The Roof Garden Cycle Party Summit L. Hecht 1
The Water Melon Brigade (Two-Step) J. W. Wheeler 1
Time is Money Tilbury and Barnes 2
Trolley Party (XIareh) XI. B. Garrett 7
Uncle Sam, XVhy Are You Waiting? XI. H. Rosenfeld 3
Vampire, The (March Two-Step) Warner Crosby 5
Ban Courtlandt (XIareh) R. E. Sauce 5
X’igina Xia B|by Harry Jonas 2
Wave Thoughts (Waltzes) N. D. XIanu and J. Silberberg 1
When I Come Back Walter Hawley 4
XVhcn Susan Simpkiqg Xlarries Jaspar Green Hillman 

and Perrin 1
While the Dance Goes On Chas. K. Harris 4
Who Do You Love? Fred. 1'. Bowers 1
Won't Somebody Give Me a Kiss ? 5

Note.—The publishers are designated as follows: 1 XI 
Witmark A Sons: 2 T. B. Harms R Co.: 3 Jos. W. Stern & 
Co.; 4 Chas. K. Harris; 5 Xlyll Bros.: 6 0. Diston Com

; 7 Conehous; 9 W. li. Gray.
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Exhibitors’ SivectoiY
Kaiser, Jolin,

Judge Building, Fifth Ave., N. Y.

Brooklyn Talking Machine Co.
1182 Bedfoi'd Avenue

Phonographic Exhibitor Brooklvll N V Moving Picture Exhibitor DlOOKiyil, lx. X.

Greenacre, George,
Bangor, Maine

Wants anb jfot Sale
Special “Want” and "For Sale” advertisements will 

be inserted in this column at the uniform rate of 
three cents a word, each insertion. Answers can 
be sent in charge of “ The Phonoscope ” if desired. 
All letters received will be promptly forwarded 
to parties for whom intended, without extra charge.

FOR SALE. — Edisons Latest, The Standard 
Phonograph. Price$20.00 complete, weighs only 
17 pounds; with this machine you can Record, 
Reproduce and Shave just the same as with the 
high priced machines. Address Greater New York 
Phonograph Co., 4 East 14th Street, New York.

FOR SALE.—Easy bargain, 19 electric motor slot 
Graphophones, with batteries and two Edison 
Kinetoscopes, films, mender, etc. St. Louis 
Graphoplione Co., St. James Hotel, St. Louis, 
Mo.

FOR SALE.—100 Nickel-in-the-slot Cabinets for 
phonographs and 5000 new rubber battery jars. 
Walsh’s Sons & Co., Newark, N. J.

FOR SALE.—Complete talking machine outfit 
consisting of I Eagle Graphoplione with carry
ing case, 6 master records, 3 blank cylinders, 2
way hearing tube, horn, 1 bottle of oil and 1 oil 
can. Price $15. Address J. W., care Phono
scope, 4 East 14th Street, New York.

A Silver Tongue .... 
For a Talking-Machine

Improves the Tone
Lessens the Harsh

Noises
Can Never Break

♦ E S T A B„L I S H E DJi 891 y

Phonograph Sapphire Co.
(JUDGE BUILDING)

: The WO 1MGN
Sent by Mail for 30 Cents. Mail us your Recorder or Reproducer 

and we will Insert Silver Diaphragm and Attach by Elastic 
Cement, Giving Better Results and Return Post-paid for 35 
Cents. Price Per Dozen 25 Cents.

SILVER DIAPHRAGM CO.
HIGHLAND AVENUE, GREENFIELD, MASS.

EDISON’S LATEST

i6th Street & 5th Avenue NEW YORK CITY

Sapphire Jewels for all
Kinds of Talking Machines

We Hanufacture and Repair Recording Styluses, Duplicating 
Recorders, Reproducing Points and Shaving Knives.

. . EXPERIMENTAL WORK A SPECIALTY . .

ALL OUR JEWELS ARE GUARANTEED TO
BE OF THE HIGHEST CLASS

MANHATTAN® PHONOGRAPH CO.
202 BROADWAY, NEW YORK CITY

DEALERS IN

Phonographs, 
Graphophones

AND ALL KINDS OF

Talking Machines . . .
. . . and Supplies 

Best Selected Records {TOO PER 
of a Superior Quality ” DOZ.

The Standard Phonograph
Price $20 complete. Weighs only 17 pounds

With this machine you can Record, Reproduce and Shave just the same as
the Highest Priced Machines.

SPECIAL DISCOUNT TO AGENTS
Write For Catalogue and Full Particulars
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HIGH STANDARD RECORDS

CREAT VOLUME
POSSESSING

PERFECT REPRODUCTION 
ano FINE QUALITY OF TONE

MADE ONLY BY THE

Norcross Phonograph CO.I. W. NORCROSS, Jr., Manager
EQUALLY ADAPTED TO '

PHONOGRAPHS, GRAPHOPHONES AND TALKING MACHINES
NOTE.—With the Edison Recording Diaphragm and the Norcross Attachment we produce an absolutely perfect record possessing 

a wonderful volume of tone. For exhibition purposes we make a special master record capable of entertaining an audience of 5,000 or 
more. All our records are high-grade originals—we have no duplicates to sell at any price.

Our loudest masters are suitable for tube use, the tones being pleasant and agreeable to the ear.

PRICE, $i.oo EACH
$10.00 per DOZEN

ADDRESS ALL COMMUNICATIONS TO THE

/NOpeKOSS PHO/NOGKAPH
New Zealand Building, Broadway and 37th Street

EXHIBITION MASTERS, 
$2.00 EACH

COMPAM CJ

NEW YORK CITY

J. W. MYERS —■
^^ORICINAL^mm

- R ECORDS -
MADE ONLY BY

________________ PHONOGRAPH ________________
^TAAPDARD^ E, O O ID COMPAQ g

N. W. COR. BHOADWAg 31 37th STREET,
AI EW gORK

All the Latest QQ T\T Er GJ Carefully
and Most Popular OvylNkTO Selected

From all the Leading Music Publishers in the United States 
as Soon as Published. All RECORDS by and Under 

the Personal Supervision of
J. W. M V E R S

PRICE ONE DOLLAR EACH TEN DOLLARS PER DOZ.
ALL OUR RECORDS ARE GUARANTEED ORIGINALS

CAN BE USED ON EITHER GRAPHOPHONE OR PHONOGRAPH 
- THE BEST ARE THE CHEAPEST

-W. SEND FOR CATALOGUE

Y t Monthly JoornelDevoted to
£ ■ '§CIENTinC'”AMU5EMENl INVELO 

APPERTAINING TO

Sovad & Sight.

5i per Year in
. . Advance 

Advertising rates 
furnished upon 
application . .

The Phonoscope is the only journal in the world published in 
the interest of Talking Machines, Picture Projecting and Animat
ing Devices and Scientific and Amusement Inventions, appertain
ing to Sound and Sight.

Subscribe at once and keep posted on everything in this line.
Address all communications to the

PHONOSCOPE PUBLISHING CO.
4 EAST 14th STREET, NEW YORK CITY

CRAPHINE<-<-
AT LAST!—A boon to users of Phonograph- and Graphophonc- 

Cylindcrs ! Throw away your shaver, use “Graph=ine,” with 
it you can wash <>1T the old record better and in less time than 
the old style of shaving, without losing any of the substance, 
thus preserving the cylinder for an indefinite time. Graph=ine 
is guaranteed to do the work or money refunded. Price 50c. 
Enough to erase twenty-five records.

GRAPH-INE MANUFACTURING COMPANY
office ano laboratory: 630 Halsey St., Brooklyn, N.5Y.
Liberal Discount to Dealers.] [Agents Wanted. ¿Write for Territory
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WHO EVER HEARD OF ONE ATTRACTION PLAYING AT SIX THEATRES IN ONE CITY?

The Edison War-Projectoscope z_—. -IS DOING IT IN NEW YORK WITH THE=........
Edison-hurnal Cuban War Pictures

By Arrangements Between L A. Edison, The New York “Journal" and F. Z. Maguire & Co.,
Our Representative is at the Front, Taking Thrilling Subjects of the War

Tl^e Following Subjects are I^eady:
No. 1.—THE FUNERAL OF NINE OF THE VICTIMS OF 

THE “MAINE” DISASTER. (150 foot strip.) This is 
one of the most impressive scenes ever taken.

No. 2.—U. S. S. “IOWA,” (50 foot strip.)
No. 3.—U. S. S. “INDIANA” COALING AT SEA, (50 foot 

strip.)
No. 4.—THE WRECK OF THE “MAINE” IN HAVANA 

HARBOR, (50 foot strip.)
No. 5.—PANORAMIC VIEW, SHOWING ENTRANCE TO 

HAVANA HARBOR AND MORRO CASTLE.
No. 6.—PANORAMIC VIEW OF U. S. S. “DETROIT,” $12- 
No. 7.—PANORAMIC VIEW OF U.S.S. “CINCINNATI,” $12 
No. 8.—PANORAMIC VIEW OF U. S. S. “CASTINE,” $12.
No. 9.—PANORAMIC VIEW OF U.S.S. “NASHVILLE,” $12.
No. 10.—NEW YORK ‘JOURNAL’ YACHT “BUCCANEER.” 

WAR CORRESPONDENTS ON BOARD.

No. 11.—U. S. S. MONITOR “TERROR” TAKING ON 
AMMUNITION AND COALING AT DOCK, (50 foot 
strip.) $12.

No. 12.—U. S. S. GUNBOAT “MARBLEHEAD,” (50 foot 
strip.) $12.

No. 13.—SECRETARY OF THE NAVY LONG AND CAPT 
SIGSBEE, THE HERO OF THE “MAINE,” COMING 
FROM THE NAVY DEPARTMENT.

No. 14.—FLAGSHIP “NEW YORK,” PANORAMIC
VIEW. $12.

No. 15.—S. S. “COPTIC” IN A STORM ON THE PACIFIC 
OCEAN.

No. 16.—HEAVING THE LOG, S. S. “COPTIC” IN A STORM 
ON THE PACIFIC OCEAN.

No. 17.—OLD GLORY AND THE CUBAN FLAG IN COLORS.
OWING TO THE DEMAND FOR THESE PICTURES YOU SHOULD GET YOUR ORDERS IN AT ONCE, OTHERWISE YOU MAY BE DELAYED IN RECEIVING THE GOODS

F. Z. MAGUIRE & CO., SELLING AGENTS FOR T. A. EDISON,
-looking of Dates Considered. 27 WILLIAM STREET, LORD’S COURT BUILDING, NEW YORK CITY.

Edison’s Spring-Motor Phonograph, $30.

Greater New York
Phonograph Co.

4 East 14th Street

NEW YORK CITY

SUPPLIES AND ACCESSORIES FOR 
ALL KINDS OF TALKING-MACHINES

SEND FOR CATALOGUE

I 1X1

Phonographs 
Graphophones 
Gramophones 
Kinetoscopes 
Projecting Machines 
Batteries
Records, etc., etc.

ADDRESS ALL COMMUNICATIONS TO

The Greater New York Phonograph Co.
ThejEagle Talking Machine, $10.4 EAST 14th STREET, N. Y.
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ferric Phonograph Company
ORIGINAL RECORDS ONLY

Signature Stamped on End of Each Record Original 
FOR PHONOGRAPH AND GRAPHOPHONE

ONLY COMPANY KING
GRAND OPERA, COMIC OPERA, STANDARD AND 
POPULAR, COMIC AND COON SELECTIONS WITH

FEMALE VOICE

THE ORIGINAL IiYRIG TRIOMiss ESTELLA LOUISE MANN, Mezzo-SopranoMr. JOHN C. HAVENS, TenorMr. WM. F. HOOLEY, Basso
Don’t be deceived by other so=called 

Trios. There is only one

The Original Lyrie Trio
Lyric Phonograph Co.

114 WEST 34th STREET 
■ELEVATOR- NEW YORK CITY, u. s. a. 

SEND FOR CATALOGUE

MANUFACTURERS & INVENTORS Musical Phonograph Record Co.

. . . ELECTRIC CO. . . 57 West 24th St., New York City

Manager.

Formerly
Manager

The E. S.
GREELEY

& CO.

(Near Sixth Avenue)

96=98 Fulton St., New York
Cor. WILLIAM STREET.

Phonograph and Graphophone Records

Made by the Most Celebrated Artists

GENERAL
ELECTRICAL and PHONETIC 

^SUPPLIES^ 
Ob’ EVERY DESCRIPTION

. . MODELS . .
AND

EXPERIMENTAL WORK

From Informal Sketches or Drawings to Scale 
Promptly and Accurately Executed in 

High=Class Finish.

Fine Band Records by Gilmore's Famous Band and the Phono
graph Band of New York City. Orchestra Records by 

Chambers’ Celebrated Orchestra. Also Cornet
Solos, Banjo Solos and Duetts, Singing 

and Talking Records.

Send for Catalogues and Particulars
about our New Talking Machine
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READY IN TWO WEEKS
New 51898-n^ Edison Projecting Kinetoscope

<with: stereopticon attachuent51 SEND FOR DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE

PRICE COMPLETE, $100.00

GENUINE EDISON FILMS
Write Tor sour new catalogue of more than 350 subjects

I $10 per 50 foot Films 
PRICE < $20 “ 100 “

( $30 “ 150 “

SPECIAL NOTICE:
Our artists are now working in Japan and the far East. We shall shortly 

have ready for the market new and interesting subjects taken in the Orient and 
elsewhere.

Caution!!!
Our Kinetoscopes, Projecting Kinetoscopes and. Films are covered by U. S. Patents 493,426, dated March 

14, 1893, and 589,168, dated August 31, 1897. The public is warned against purchasing or exhibiting apparatus 
of other make.

EDISON MANUFACTURING CO.
St. James Building, Broadway & 26th Street

Factory: ORANGE, N. J. NEW YORK CITY
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THE EDISON PHONOGRAPH AGENCY
F. M. PRESCOTT, Manager

EDISON BUILDING
44 BROAD STREET

Latest Edison Films at 
reduced prices, $io each 
Send for Catalogue F . .

THOMAS A. EDISON’S 1

i

WE SOLICIT DEALERS’ AND 
EXPORT TRADE ESPECIALLY

NEW YORK, N. Y.

Edison Records, 50 Cents 
each; $5.00 per dozen
Send for new Catalogue R

PHONOGRAPHS 
RECORDS 
PROJECTOSCOPES 
ORIGINAL FILMS 
KINETOSCOPES 
KINETOPHONES 
X RAY APPARATUS 
FAN MOTORS 
LALANDE BATTERIES 
ELECTRO DENTAL 
ELECTRO SURGICAL

OUTFITS
AND SUPPLIES

Export and Retail 
. . Departments . .

TELEGRAPHIC ORDERS FILLED SAME DAY 
AS RECEIVED FROM STOCK IN NEW YORK

Edison Building
44 Broad Street New York. X. Y.

Retail Customers are invited to visit our show-rooms in the Edison Building 
and see all the different types and sizes of Edison machines in operation

Write for Catalogue and Price List P of everything manufactured at the 
Edison Laboratory

III ST il Tl T Edison’s Combined Projecto= 
U U J 1 U U 1 scope and Stereopticon............

Either part can be used independently 
of the other or in conjunction . . .

EDISON’S NEW STANDARD PHONOGRAPH
THE MECHANISM OF WHICH IS ILLUSTRATED BELOW IS A 

HARVEL. WEIGHS BUT 17 POUNDS
and does as good work as the Class H or Home Phonograph 

Write for Descriptive Circular and Discount in Quantities The titles and a brief description of films can now be thrown 
on the screen while the film to be shown next is being placed on 
the Projectoscope. The Stereopticon attachment can also be
used for illustrated 
songs and regular 
stereopticon views.

Write for
Supplement 3

of new Mexican films

Includes 3 films
of Bull Fights and

other Mexican views

NEW EDISON STANDARD PHONOGRAPH
Complete with oak body box and cover, automatic or standard 

speaker, as preferred, with sapphire points, sapphire shaving knife, 
hearing tube, speaking tube, oil can and chip brush. Runs 3 
records with a single winding.

A 14-inch tin japanned horn supplied in place of hearing 
tube if desired.

Price complete, $20.00
Machine on Exhibition in our Showroom

Send for Catalogue of New Musical Records by New Artists

GLASS SLIDES WITH NAHES AND 
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF FILHS 50 Cents each

Stereopticon Attachment alone and Instructions for con- ««
verting ’97 Model Projectoscope into a combined machine

ANY ONE CAN HAKE THE CHANGE
The Edison Combined Projectoscope and Stereopticon, ’98 

Model, illustrated above, is complete with 2 objective lenses and 
2 condensers, 1 lamp serving for both lenses. Electric, calcium 
or acetylene light can be used with good results.

‘ Price of f and $ 100.000
Machine on Exhibition in our Showroom

Send for Illustrated Catalogue No. 6

EDISON PHONOGRAPH AGENCY
Cable Address: FUSE, New York EDISON BUILDING, NEW YORK, N. Y.




